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Behold a pale horse book free

William Cooper, a former U.S. Navy intelligence briefing team member, reveals information that remains hidden from the public eye. This information has been stored in top secret government files since the 1940s. His audience hears the truth spread while writing about the assassination of John F. Kennedy, the war on drugs, secret governments, and UFOs. Standing room only is
normal. His presentation and information transcend partisan affiliation because he obviously addresses the issue in a way that has a noticeable impact on listeners of all backgrounds and interests. He speaks to many groups across america and regularly appears on many radio talk shows and television. We live in a time of unprecedented distrust of America. Faith in government is
at an all-time low, and political groups on both sides of the aisle can promote insane conspiracy theories as gospel without much opposition. Fake news is the order of the day. The book is about who all of it points to, the greatest suspiracisist of this generation, and who you may not have heard of. Milton William Cooper, a former U.S. Navy intelligence officer, published his
manifesto, Behold the Pale Horse, in 1991. Since then, it has sold hundreds of thousands of copies and become the number one bestseller in the American prison system. According to Behold, JFK was assassinated because he was trying to make it clear that extrater earth life would take over the earth. AIDS is a government conspiracy to reduce the black, Hispanic and gay
population. The Illuminati secretly work with the U.S. government to manage its relationship with extrater earthly life. Cooper was killed in a shootout with Apache County police in 2001, a month after September 11, the year he predicted a catastrophe. In Pale Horse Rider, journalist Marc Jacobson not only tells cooper's fascinating life story, but also provides a social and political
context of American paranoia. Sure, with the current NSA situation and countless other shadow government deals frequently in the news, don't we think we're right to suspect that things may not be what they seem? Written in about 36,000 B.C by Tote, the priest king of Atlantia, the manuscript dates back to the reach of Egyptian writings found so far. The author Ttoh (an early
Egyptian master teacher) put this paper into writing in his native language, using his expertise as an occult teacher and master of time and space, and was given a directive to obtain these tablets and translate them into English for the indication of modern man, using his expertise as a master of time and space. Tote's powerful and rhythmic poemsDreal's translation remains
superb. The pages of Tote's masterpieces of spiritual and occult wisdom revealed the synthesis of ancient wisdom teachings, guidelines for the initiating of all ages, the knowledge and wisdom that kept secrets, but now, in this new era, revealed to all seekers of the path of light. Doctor. MDreal, Ms.D., and Psy.D. are spiritual. The teacher of many light seekers, established
metaphysical churches and universities - Brotherhood of the White Temple, Inc. He is the author of all the writings and teachings of the organization and has permission for esoteric wisdom to be remitted in the public forums of the Great White Lodge, the brother of humanity that shapes and forms the spiritual evolution of the inhabitants of the earth. White Temple's Brotherhood, a
certified communications school through Colorado, mails to the weekly truth lessons of its global membership. Its four-and-a-half year college course reveals the symbolism secrets of all mystery schools, giving accurately and beautifully, step by step progression that all seekers have been looking for in their quest for oneness with God, and for the achievement of cosmic
consciousness. Read, believe it, but read, the vibrations found in it awaken your soul's reaction. - Former U.S. Navy intelligence briefing team member Doreal Bill Cooper reveals information that remains hidden from the public eye. This information has been stored in top secret government files since the 1940s. His audience hears the truth spreading as he writes about the
assassination of John F. Kennedy, the war on drugs, secret governments, and UFOs. Bill is a lucid, rational and powerful speaker, intended to provide information and empower the audience. Standing room only is normal. His presentation and information transcend partisan affiliation because he obviously addresses the issue in a way that has a noticeable impact on listeners of
all backgrounds and interests. He has spoken to many groups across america and regularly appears on many radio talk shows and television. In 1988, Bill decided to speak for events around the world that saw the plan in the early 70s. Bill is talking, so he has correctly predicted the fall of the Iron Curtain, the fall of the Berlin Wall and the invasion of Panama. All of Bill's predictions
were on record before the event occurred. Bill is not a psychic. His information comes from top secret documents he read in his intelligence briefing team and more than 17 years of exhausting research. Bill Cooper is one of the world's leading experts on UFOs - Billy Goodman, KVEG, Las Vegas. The only man in America who has all the pieces in a puzzle that has plagued so
many for so long - Anthony Hilder, Radio Free America William Cooper may be one of America's greatest heroes, and this story may beThe greatest story in the history of the world - Mills Crenshaw, KTALK, Salt Lake City. I don't mind, but everything is changing. The result will be the most amazing experience in human history or the scariest slave you can imagine. Active or
deposed, the future is in your hands. - William Cooper, October 24, 1989. archive.org/detail...Page 2archive.org/detail. Bill Cooper, a former U.S. Navy intelligence briefing team member, reveals information that remains hidden from the public eye. This information has been stored in top secret government files since the 1940s. His audience hears the truth spreading as he writes
about the assassination of John F. Kennedy, the war on drugs, secret governments, and UFOs. Bill is a lucid, rational and powerful speaker, intended to provide information and empower the audience. Standing room only is normal. His presentation and information transcend partisan affiliation because he obviously addresses the issue in a way that has a noticeable impact on
listeners of all backgrounds and interests. He has spoken to many groups across america and regularly appears on many radio talk shows and television. In 1988, Bill decided to speak because of events around the world that saw the plan in the early 70s. Bill is talking, so he has correctly predicted the fall of the Iron Curtain, the fall of the Berlin Wall and the invasion of Panama.
All of Bill's predictions were on record before the event occurred. Bill is not a psychic. His information comes from top secret documents he read in his intelligence briefing team and more than 17 years of exhausting research. Bill Cooper is one of the world's leading experts on UFOs. -- Billy Goodman, KVEG, Las Vegas. The American Ontman who has all the pieces in the puzzle
that has plagued so many for so long -- Anthony Hilder, Radio Free America William Cooper may be one of America's greatest heroes, and this story may be the greatest story in the history of the world -- Mills Crenshaw, KTALK, Salt Lake City. Whether you like it or not, everything is changing. The result will be the most amazing experience in human history or the scariest slave
you can imagine. Active or abdicated, the future is in your hands -- William Cooper, October 24, 1989. 1989.
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